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The Real Life Adventures of Jimmy De Las Rosas by Ricardo Gamboa
**Jimmy’s Word Search**
Help Jimmy find all the words from the play!

Elotes  Amnesia  Metahuman  Pirates
Telekinetic  Telepathic  Kitana  Messages
Blade  Candy  Clobber  Kicks
Silhouette  Page  Lament  Syndicate
Pigskins  Lavish  Puppeteer  Injustice
Grand  Grimace  Pooba  Schlepping
Jimmy’s Word Scramble
Help Jimmy unscramble the words!

LEALVENETO
DANA
BEELBTYTU
BUEALA
BOYALZY
PARZAE
PCOHOTETK
AASTWASYC
RMAENDTISM

Left: Photo from Free Street Theater’s 2015 production of The Real Life Adventures of Jimmy de las Rosas, directed by Coya Paz.
Your own *Real Life Adventures*
Draw yourself as a superhero!

*THE REAL LIFE ADVENTURES*

*OF JIMMY DE LAS ROSAS*
Create your own Superhero Mask
You’re almost ready to become a superhero!
Draw your own superhero mask, cut it out, wear it, and help save the world!
Writing Like a Superhero

If you could help improve your neighborhood, how would you do so? What do you like about your neighborhood? What are some things you would change?